
About A NZ Freeride Story

Follow snowboarder Colin Boyd in a six part EpicTV web 
series as he takes us through this New Zealand winter 
in preparation for the biggest event he will ever be part 
of, the Freeride World Tour.  It looms in Colin’s mind as 
he prepares himself mentally, physically, emotionally and 
financially for what lays ahead.

New Zealand is the ultimate training playground for 
freeride athletes and Colin has benefitted from the 
support of the talented local freeride community over the 
past five years.  In this series we will follow Colin in the 
New Zealand big mountain competitions and discover the 
many hidden gems of Kiwi life along the way.

Episodes
#Ep 1: Getting Local - Meet Colin Boyd, an American snowboarder 
residing in Wanaka, New Zealand. Take a tour of his backyard to 
understand why so many shredders flock to Wanaka for winter.
 
#Ep 2: World Heli Challenge Competition - Athletes from around the 
world will gather to compete in this event of epic proportions and it 
is a prime opportunity for Colin to test his skills mentally and
physically for the FWT. Local riders like Sam Smoothy, Charlie Lyons 
and Will Jackways will be ripping it up and as the name suggests, it’s 
heli time.

#Ep 3:  Invincible - Deep down a road less traveled is one of NZ’s 
skiing mysteries, the Invincible Ski Field. Colin will organise the crew 
to set up camp at this heli-accessed secret spot complete with an 
old rope tow and vintage hut. 

#Ep 4: Road Trip – The NZ Clubbies are infamous around the world 
for their rope tows and are quickly gaining a reputation for pumping 
out serious big mountain freeriders. The FWQ Two Star Events 
highlight this raw talent and Colin will return to visit where he began 
his qualifying tour last year.
 
#Ep 5: Split 2.2 - Two years ago Colin visited one of the most 
spectacular glaciers of New Zealand, Fox Glacier, and has some 
unfinished business to clean up.
 
#Ep 6: Fiordland - In the spring time Colin will lead us where cars 
can’t take you, the most remote region and uncharted territory New 
Zealand has on offer to find surf with Awarua Guides.

CHARACTERS:
  • Colin Boyd 
  • Sam Smoothy
  • Charlie Lyons
  • Ruari MacFarlane
  • Other Freeride Legends

PRODUCTION:
  • Clean Line Productions
  • Lachlan Humphreys
  • Colin Boyd

ONLINE DISTRIBUTION:
  • EpicTV – European Action Sports Media
  • Unofficial Networks (USA)
  • Earlyups (USA)
  • NZ Skier
  • Various other online mediums

RELEASE DATES:
  • Late August – Mid October

ADDITIONAL MEDIA OPPORTUNITIES:
  • Short Film
  • Webisodes into 2014
  • Editorial in NZ/Europe/USA
  • Promotes NZ / Wanaka / Athletes 
     & Events

SPONSORSHIP:
We have opportunities for brands to take part 
in this series. We can offer exposure through 
product placement and feature logo placement 
on each episode.  Please contact us to discuss.  

SHARE:
Please share, post or embed using specific 
EPICTV Youtube / Vimeo channels only. We will 
provide you with these links at release times.

FOLLOW:
  • Facebook:  A NZ Freeride Story 
  • Instagram: @boyd_face @Dumpstergram
     #nzfreeridestory
  • Twitter: @DailyDumpSnowReport

CONTACT:
  Email:  lachshapes@gmail.com 
            colin.a.boyd@gmail.com
  Phone: Lachlan +64 22 038 1206 
             Colin     +64 22 132 5952 
 

Coming soon!


